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A comprehensive guide to the inner psychology revealed by the hands • The publication also
examines other elements that enhance the characteristics revealed by the mount types, including
the versatility of the hand, consistency of the skin, and the styles of the fingertips, fingertips, and
nails. Reveals the character archetypes, strengths, and weaknesses linked to each of the seven
mounts and how the rest of the hand modifies these traits • Explains how lines switch and the
decisive influence of the person’ In this comprehensive guideline to hand reading, based on Ellen
Goldberg’ As you modification, so do the hands, reflecting the progress you have made. Presenting
the hands as helpful information to self-fulfillment, The Artwork and Science of Hands Reading
includes correspondences to other mystical sciences such as astrology, Kabbalah, the Hermetic
teachings, and archetypal psychology. The hand tells a tale about your talents, relationships, health,
and how you experience yourself.s own brain in healing defects found on the lines Palmistry is
certainly a technology and a universal vocabulary.s 40 years of teaching palmistry and the Western
Mystery tradition, the authors make the powerful insights of the hands available in an inviting and
user-friendly manner. The book presents the character traits and character archetypes associated
with each one of the seven mounts of the palm and shows how to determine which are most
influential in the nature of the specific. the best career choices; The mount archetypes reveal the
approach to life, love,sex, and relationship preferences; and the unique strengths and weaknesses
for every person. Details how to interpret the complete hand--the form of the palm and fingertips,
mounts, lines, fingerprints, flexibility, nails, and skin consistency • The meaning of each major and
minor collection is described in detail along with the impact the person’s own personal mind has in
healing defects and obstacles found on their lines. The authors provide accurate timing guides for
each line, making it possible to locate specific occasions and to see how your lines transformation
over time. It reveals intervals of ease or concern in your daily life, and it speaks about your
weaknesses and the characteristics you need to develop. It also includes practical illustrations and a
lot more than 600 illustrations showing how exactly to integrate the meanings of each section of the
hand to create a complete picture of your internal psychology as well as your ever-changing
destiny.
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The only book on palm reading you will ever need. It is easy to use as a quick reference into any
facet of palmistry, but priceless as a source of deep study once the reader is ready. Great
Reference Book Looks like the go-to book for palm reading. How could anyone ever understand
the subtleties of the hands when you have no illustrations to look at? Well, The Art and Science of
Hands Reading adjustments all that. Every single example has an connected photograph or drawing
where suitable. Be considered a diligent student and you could change the globe around you one
palm at a time. The topic matter is covered completely aswell. After purchasing over a dozen
manuscripts and books on palm reading I have to say if you had purchase just one book on palm
reading, this should be the book. Essential "own" book for just about any reader's bookshelf! This
book is indeed brilliant in explaining palmistry to all levels of readers. To me, a neophyte, it simplifies
and demystifies the reading of palms and has helped me more than any book in this category.. Fun
and quite accurate. Well done! Know thyself, then share This is actually the most comprehensive
palmistry show you can get the hands on! Honored to have already been students of Ellen
Goldberg, I could confidently say that has the potential to become a life changing book for anyone
who is open it's study. In addition to the clear photos, practical explanations are provided for each
and every characteristic explained. Nice look without plastic sleeve. An awesome textbook of palm
reading is merely the beginning.. This one is by far the most extensive and clear to see. You are set
for a treat! She actually is therefore kind and nurturing and is wise beyond her years! An Amazing
book. Just get this book, you won't regret it..really worth the wait around and the money. I have a
difficult duplicate and a kindle version therefore i can reference it all over the place I proceed. I was
lucky enough to possess Ellen as my teacher for over 4 years. An Amazing reserve. Such a
treasure trove of details and spiritual information. It is probably the only book on palmistry you will
ever want! If you reside in the NYC region, get yourself a reading with her if you can or better yet,
take among her intensive classes. "The Art and Research of Hands Reading" (co-authored by
Dorian Bergen) may be the go-to for anyone interested in learning more about palmistry.! A Course
in Palmistry This is a superbly crafted and illustrated book filled with insights and all sorts of things
that are new to me. Most highly recommended. It isn't the type of reserve you breeze through, but
more of a training course in the artwork and research of palmistry. I was utterly fascinated and
impressed by the data here. In this gorgeous book, Ellen Goldberg has shared the fruit of a an
eternity of investigation into the mystical arts along with her incredible background of practical
applied experience as a reader. I’ve read a lot of books about palm reading. Ellen is also a talented
visual artist and she's brought her abilities to bear on the visuals in the book - it is worth buying just
to spend time looking at the photos and illustrations. It makes for a really great reference reserve for
ones who already practice the art of reading palms. The explanations of history and origin in this
publication help to understand the true meaning behind the information you’re absorbing and is
certainly an ideal gateway to understanding other metaphysical sciences and mythology. If you read
this publication about palm reading, you’ll already have a huge grasp on how best to interpret tarot
cards as well. I cant wait to pass it through generations I can't recommend this publication highly
enough I can't recommend this book highly enough, it really is my Bible for hands reading and most
referenced text. Ellen is a sensible and wonderful instructor, who has the opportunity to make
actually .. Beautifully illustrated and prose that jumps away the page into your heart and brain, I'm
simply excited for more information. You won't be sorry! Ellen is certainly a sensible and wonderful
teacher, who has the opportunity to make even probably the most complicated areas of palm
reading interesting and easy to understand. Quite accurate. "The Artwork and Science of Hand
Reading" can be an essential guide for anyone who would like to gain invaluable insights into how
our hands give a apparent and undeniable roadmap to our personalities, life choices along with our

physical and psychological strengths and weaknesses. With the gift of this understanding, we can
discover ways to help ourselves among others take more control over of our lives and our destinies.
Very comprehensive palmistry book! I am so glad I purchased this book! Be kind to yourself and
get this reserve if you really are seriously interested in learning Palmistry. great book, cool cover for
hardcover (just a hand) this book is tight. extremely informative and a big book. A lovely and
priceless investigation into every part of palmistry If you're a novice exploring your own hand or a
skilled Palm reader - this book will enhance and enrich your experience of Palmistry. brown book
with gold hands on cover no text. I love this book so very much info.Really awesome book. I
purchased the hardcopy, and also spent yet another charge for the Kindle because it's that useful I
wanted it on my gadget as well.. When you are studying something as visual as palm reading, it
always baffled me how most of the books possibly have hardly any pictures or collection drawings
of a palm. Definitely happy with this purchase Got the reserve didn’t finish it however but I love it. It’s
quite large but the print is apparent and the format is easy to read and understand FUN !
Simultaneously, she makes important connections between palmistry, astrology, mythology and also
the major archetypes of tarot. Bravo to the article writer and artist Ellen Goldberg. Only wish there
have been more pointers to areas on hands which are what author is discussing on that page. Five
Stars very informative!
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